
ALL TYPE OF

PVC STRIP CURTAINS



PVC STRIP CURTAINS

•Effectively installed in a large shop floor  for materiel movement which are 

sparingly opened while movement of people is through a separate entrance . Both 

protected by PVC Strip Curtains to maintain a clean environment 



PVC SOFT WALL FOR CAR WASH AREA

• MS powder coated , frame reinforced to the ceiling. Attached to the frame is a 

aluminum fixture and Rollers and S hooks for easy movement and convenience of 

folding the curtain and cleaning them. 

• Cuts noise, dust, loss of conditioned air and escape of metallic dust. 

• Our high quality 3 mm PVC strips are reinforced to a aluminum channel with 

necessary hardware which is fixed to the entrance the temporary structure 



PVC STRIP CURTAIN SLIDING DOOR

• PVC Strip curtain sliding door of height 12 ft. Fixed on aluminum railing with 

rollers to enable sliding for movement of raw materiel and allows flexibility of 

movement of men with ease. 



WELDING GREEN PVC STRIP CURTAIN

• Welding Green PVC movable partition for use in areas where welding is done. 

Our Superior quality materiel helps to prevent the rays from effecting people in 

other areas.  

• This is also Fire resistant and the flexibility allows the curtain to be shifted. 

Also it being translucent visibility of the work area is not affected either for 

supervision or any help that would be needed for the operator



PVC SOFT CURTAIN AT HEAVY VEHICLE

PAINTING AREA

• This extremely user friendly PVC Soft curtains is intricately design to ensure 

conditioned air containment, ensures dust and residue is effectively disposed 

through the exhaust duct. 

• The Soft PVC wall is installed in a manner that it can be moved towards any 

side to enable movement of the product to be painted be it Car, bus, trucks, rail 

coaches and other heavy earth moving equipments. Cosyst’s expertise is an eye 

for details which is necessary in deploying this highly customized solution 

solution.



PVC STRIP CURTAIN AND AIR CURTAIN

• PVC Strip Curtain and Air Curtain typically installed in heavy shuttered 

area which has frequent movement of men and materiel and to avoid escape of 

conditioned air, entry of insects and dust. This is a part of GMP specifications.



ANTI INSECT AMBER PVC STRIP CURTAINS

•MS Support provided at a lower height from the actual opening to economize 

use of materiel with the RED colored PVC to indicate the overall opening. 

Typically installed in Food industry. 



WELDING GREEN PVC STRIP CURTAIN

• Sophisticated welding zone needs attention to details to ensure that the harm 

full rays / sparks / smoke and molten materiel do not escape to other areas 

which can cause serious damage to men and materiel around the work area. 

• A special cubical was designed fabricated and installed ensuring ease of the 

activity.



PVC STRIP CURTAINS IN GARMENT

INDUSTRY

• Dust is a major factor in garment industry. 

It is paramount to ensure that the existing 

dust from the fabric and dust that gets 

created during cutting or preparation does 

not affect the quality of the finished product. 

•Our solution provides for isolating such 

areas while ensuring visibility and easy 

supervision. 



AIR CURTAIN SOLUTION FOR GREEN

BUILDINGS

•Air curtain encased in Stainless steel structure and grouted  to the floor to blend 

with the décor and aesthetics of the facility.

•Along with Automatic door system, our solution ensures activation of the air 

curtain to  switch on and off automatically as and when the door opens and closes. 

Resulting in great energy savings and ideally suited for green projects and 

environment



AIR CURTAIN SOLUTION FOR GREEN BUILDINGS

INSTALLED AT CAP GEMINI BANGALORE

•Air curtain encased in Mild steel, painted silver color and grouted  to the floor to 

blend with the décor and aesthetics of the facility.

•Along with Automatic door system, our solution ensures activation of the air 

curtain to  switch on and off automatically as and when the door opens and closes. 

Resulting in great energy savings and ideally suited for green projects and 

environment



AIR CURTAIN WITH FLAME PROOF MOTOR

• A high end and state-of-the art laboratory and research center needed a 

sophisticated Air Curtain at the entrance to prevent loss of pressure. 

• Cosyst is the natural choice for pharmaceutical laboratories as they have expertise 

and experience having over 3000 installations in the last 3 decades 



AIR CURTAIN FOR DISTILLERIES

• Apart from good manufacturing practices (GMP) Aircon Air curtains helps in 

preventing entry of foreign particles and insects which is critical and as it can effect 

the perspective of the end product.
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PVC SOFT WALLS FOR

FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY

•For certain section in  the food processing 

industry isolation of a particular process is 

need for utmost hygiene. 

•Cosyst provides end to end solution which 

includes support structure fabrication, 

necessary partition and PVC Soft Wall while 

making sure the operations is unhindered 

and also lends itself to the overall ambience.  



PVC STRIP CURTAINS WITH SS FIXTURE

•Our in-depth understanding of 

Pharmaceutical and food processing 

industry has led to the development of SS 

fixture to prevent rusting or corrosion of the 

fixture due to high moisture content in the 

manufacturing process.  



PVC STRIP CURTAINS IN FOOD

PROCESSING INDUSTRY

•In integrated  manufacturing areas 

to bifurcate departments and 

processes, PVC Strip doors are 

effective as to does no allow noise and 

odor to  permeate.  



PVC STRIP CURTAINS IN BAKING

INDUSTRY

•Installed at Chef Baker, food grade PVC Strip curtains helps in maintaining high 

level of Hygiene and retention of temperature to ensure consistent end product. 

•Rest assured there is no contamination of food even if it were to come in contact 

with the curtain and is a integral part of Good Manufacturing Practice (GPM)



PVC STRIP CURTAINS ALONG WITH

HERMITICAL SEALED DOORS

•In a typical pharma and food processing 

industry, to avoid contamination, odour

and micro dust, PVC Strip curtains are 

reinforced along with Hermetically sealed 

doors.
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AIR CURTAIN AT LOADING BAY

•In area where the shutter of the warehouse is kept open during loading or 

unloading, to avoid entry of insects and other foreign particles ensuring a cleaner 

and healthy environment. 



PVC SOFT CURTAINS AT LUKE INDIA

•Luke India needed a specific solution to protect their jigs and tools from dust 

settling on the same. This resulted in minimum cleaning and damage to the tools 

increasing productivity, accuracy and longevity. 



PVC SOFT CURTAINS TO CREATE CUBICLES

IN SHOP FLOOR

•During assembly of certain engineering / electronic products, our turnkey solution 

helps in creating a isolated area as and when needed. 

•This highly customized  solution included design of the and execution of the MS 

structure, top covered by using transparent poly carbonate sheet and sides with 

PVC. This system is portable and can be moved to any location with the factory.



AIR CURTAIN MOUNTED ON A FABRICATED

STRUCTURE

•In locations where the entrance does not provide for mounting the air curtain, we 

provide for additional fabrication so that it can be supported and reinforced 

according to the site requirements



THANK YOU


